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Job 

Pathways of Discipleship Bible Survey 

Title and Meaning 

 Job is the name of the primary character 

 Name may have come from the Hebrew word for ‗persecution‘ (meaning ‗persecuted one‘) or from the 

Arabic word meaning ‗repent‘ (meaning ‗repentant one‘) 

Author & Date 

 Book is anonymous 

 Job is not likely because the book‘s message rests on Job‘s ignorance of the events that occurred in heaven as 

they related to his ordeal 

 Date of the book‘s writing may be much later than the events recorded therein, though it is not certain when 

it was written 

Background and Setting 

 The setting of the story – The story of Job seems to fit best with the time of the Old Testament patriarchs 

Historical period 

 Job‘s age 

 Life span of nearly 200 years, which fits the patriarchal period 

 Social unit is the patriarchal family 

 Job‘s wealth measured in livestock rather than gold and silver 

 Job‘s priestly functions within his family 

 Basic silence on matters such as the covenant of Abraham, Israel, Exodus, and the law of Moses 

Purpose 

 Describes the certainty of human suffering, pointing to the fact that even the ‗innocent‘ suffer 

Structure of Book 

 A-B-A pattern 

 A: God and Satan (1-2) 

 B: Job and Friends (3-37) 

 A: God and Job (38-42) 

 Point of the structure is to say that God is in control and stands over this 

 Also says there are reasons and purposes behind Job‘s suffering that Job doesn‘t know; cosmic battle 

between God and Satan; Job doesn‘t have the advantage of our perspective 

 Prose-Poetry-Prose Pattern 

 Prologue (prose), chapters 1-2 
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 Body of speeches (poetry), chapters 3-42:6 

 Dialogue, chs. 3-28 

 Job‘s opening lament, ch. 3 

 Dialogue between Job and friends in three cycles, chs. 4-27 

 Eliphaz, chs. 4-5, 15, 22 

 Bildad, chs. 8, 18, 25 

 Zophar, chs. 11, 20 

 Poem on wisdom, ch. 28 

 Series of speeches from one person, chs. 29-41 

 Job‘s avowal of innocence, chs. 29-31 

 Elihu‘s speeches, chs. 32-37 

 Yahweh‘s speeches with Job‘s response, chs. 38-42:6 

 Epilogue (prose), ch. 42:7-17 

Major Themes 

 God’s Freedom 

 God is free to work his surprises, correct human distortions, and revise the books written about him 

 God is neither bound by human concerns nor beholden to human concepts of him 

 There are no guidelines to which he must conform 

 Nothing is more frustrating and restricting than to set up rules for God and then wonder why he does 

not follow them 

 The Suffering of the ‘Innocent’ 

 Job was blameless and upright 

 Why does he suffer? 

 God ordains that His children walk in sorrow and pain, sometimes because of sin, sometimes for 

chastening, sometimes for strengthening, and sometimes to give opportunity to reveal His comfort and 

grace. 

 There are times when the compelling issue in the suffering of the saints is unknowable because it is for a 

heavenly purpose that those on earth can‘t discern 

 There are matters going on in heaven with God that believers know nothing about; yet, they affect their 

lives 

 Even the best effort at explaining the issues of life can be useless. 

 God‘s people do suffer.  Bad things happen all the time to good people, so one cannot judge a person‘s 

spirituality by his painful circumstances or successes 

 Even though God seems far away, perseverance in faith is a most noble virtue since God is good and one 

can safely leave his life in His hands. 

 The believer in the midst of suffering should not abandon God, but draw near to Him, so out of the 

fellowship can come the comfort—without the explanation 

 Suffering may be intense, but it will ultimately end for the righteous and God will bless abundantly 
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 Sometimes righteous actions in a sinful world involve suffering, as when a righteous person sacrifices his 

or her life for another 

 Sometimes the sins of others involve the righteous in suffering, as when a child is deeply hurt as a result 

of his or her parent‘s actions 

 The righteous and innocent are not exempt from the painful situations which arise in an imperfect and 

sinful world, like toothaches and smashed fingers 

 People sometimes suffer for no specific reason that can be clarified. Job is a perfect illustration of this 

last experience 

 Justice and Retribution Theology 

 The general pattern of retribution remains operative: good deeds bring benefits and bad deeds bring 

harm.  This principle, however, is not absolute.  Job‘s story warns against applying this principle to all 

individual situations. 

 Pain, hardship, tragedy do not require those who have been serving God faithfully either to bear guilt or 

to doubt their relationship with God 

 Job‘s abundant prosperity after his encounter with God was in principle a gift of God‘s grace.  It was 

not a reward earned for having endured suffering. 

 Job and his ‘friends’ 

 Three cycles of dialogue between Job and his friends (3–31) 

 Gets more intense and more personal as the cycles go on 

 They eventually directly accuse Job of doing something awful for God to bring this suffering into Job‘s 

life 

 The perspective of the ―friends‖ 

 They believe in a rigid application of principle of retribution; righteous are blessed, wicked suffer 

 Not what Proverbs teaches, but can be abused and twisted 

 Job‘s response to his ―friends‖ 

 Job agrees with the principle that God blesses the righteous and punishes the wicked 

 Begins to realize there are exceptions to the rules; principle of retribution doesn‘t always work; it‘s 

not enough 

 Job agrees with their theology, then questions their theology 

 I‘m innocent 

 I haven‘t lusted 

 Haven‘t acted dishonestly 

 Haven‘t been unfaithful to my wife 

 Haven‘t mistreated my servants 

 Haven‘t disregarded the poor 

 Haven‘t been greedy for money 

 Haven‘t worshipped false gods 

 Not claiming that he is sinlessly perfect, but nothing in my life merits the adversity I‘m 

experiencing now 

 The speech of Elihu and its contribution to the message of Job (32–37) 
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 Gets a little closer to the truth, but it‘s still an inadequate view of what‘s happening 

 Young man who knows it all 

 Says more than anyone else but adds little to debate 

 ―Job is a sinner‖ 

 Powerful but distant God; remote and unconcerned 

 Be careful when using passages from the ―friend‖ speeches because they may have an element of 

truth but don‘t give us the full picture 

 Two valuable things Elihu says 

 Reminds Job that at times suffering can have value because God uses it to discipline, correct, 

and teach us about life 

 God‘s greatness and creative power; it‘s foolish to challenge and question God because He‘s so 

huge and we‘re so small 

 Ultimately shows us the limitations of human wisdom 

 The basic message of all three friends is the same: a call for Job to repent of the sin that must have 

caused his suffering.  In so doing the comforters end up tempting Job to seek God for personal gain 

rather than for God himself 

 The greatest tragedy of the book may be that of failed friendship, aggravated by plausible theology badly 

applied 

 Satan’s Role 

 Job was suffering because God was contesting with Satan 

 Job not aware of this 

 The question of value 

 Satan wants to know, ―Does Job serve you for nothing?  You‘ve blessed him and that‘s why he 

serves you.‖ 

 Is there anything in God that makes God worthwhile other than the blessings and gifts He gives to 

us 

 Is there any reason for a person to love and serve God if things get tough 

 Satan is questioning the value of serving God 

 Conclusion 

 Why doesn‘t God answer all of Job‘s (and our) questions? 

 This assumes that if God answered all our questions, it would be easier to believe.  This is not true.  

Trust goes beyond answers.  Sometimes, questions become a way to avoid trust 

 In the end, we must trust God more than our capacity to understand God‘s ways 

 We are not forbidden to ask questions 

 God doesn‘t answer all of our questions because we are simply unable to understand many of His 

answers 

 Seeing God, Job is satisfied ; Job discovers new depths to his faith as a result of his questioning 

 The message in God‘s response is that there are many things in life that we do not understand and that 

God is working on a different plane from human beings, one that we can only glimpse and never fully 

comprehend.  This does not mean that he is inaccessible, but rather that we should not try to limit him 

by our imperfect understanding. 
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 Real life is full of uncertainty, of meaningless suffering and of riddles and contradictions.  Faith in God is 

sometimes hard, but it is just that—faith. 

 The message of Job is not to give up on God because bad things happen in the world.  Rather, in holding 

on to faith, we will perhaps reach a deeper level of understanding or maybe just a sense of God‘s 

presence alongside. 

 For Job to recognize the vast difference between god‘s wisdom and power and his own ignorance and 

frailty is God‘s intention 

 Job clung to his faith and integrity throughout his trial 

 End of book reminds us that there is a war going on 

 How can righteous people think they can live in a world and never be affected by it? 

 God rules over the evil forces, but they still exist and there will be injustice until He does away 

with them 

 As we look at Christ on the cross we see the suffering of the only really innocent person 

 And we see a God who cares so much for us that he is prepared to shoulder the whole burden of human 

sin and suffering 

 

Resources 

John MacArthur: The MacArthur Bible Handbook 
Zondervan Handbook to the Bible 
Lasor, Hubbard, and Bush: Old Testament Survey 
Longman and Dillard: An Introduction to the Old Testament 
Lecture Notes from Liberty Theological Seminary, Dr. Gary Yates 
Holman Illustrated Study Bible 
 


